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Abstract

We propose the Adaptive Scene Dependent Filter (ASDF) hierarchy for unsuper-
vised learning of image segmentation, which integrates several processing pathways
into a flexible, highly dynamic, and real-time capable vision architecture. It is based
on forming a combined feature space from basic feature maps like, color, dispar-
ity, and pixel position. To guarantee real-time performance, we apply an enhanced
vector quantization method to partition this feature space. The learned codebook
defines corresponding best-match segments for each prototype and yields an over-
segmentation of the object and the surround. The segments are recombined into a
final object segmentation mask based on a relevance map, which encodes a coarse
bottom-up hypothesis where the object is located in the image. We apply the ASDF
hierarchy for preprocessing input images in a feature-based biologically motivated
object recognition learning architecture. and show experiments with this real-time
vision system running at 6 Hz including the online learning of the segmentation.
Because interaction with user is not perfect, the real world system acquires useful
views effectively only at about 1.5 Hz, but we show that for training a new object
one hundred views taking only one minute of interaction time is sufficient.

1 Introduction

As robotic systems become increasingly human centered, real-time capabili-
ties for processing and behavior as well as online learning gain importance to
enable flexible man-machine interaction. In this setting, cognitive vision sys-
tems today have to meet the computational challenge to process visual input
with a sufficiently high frame-rate, to control their attention, and to enable
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visual learning and recognition of objects while interacting with the user. To
facilitate visual processing and to reduce search spaces, many approaches use
attention-based vision control to generate fixations. On the lower level, these
are mostly based on topographically ordered maps to focus the system re-
sources to certain points of interest (1; 2; 3; 4). Such maps use rather simple
stimuli like color, oriented edges, or intensity, although mechanisms to inte-
grate higher level information have also been proposed (4).

It remains difficult, however, to bridge the gap between the low level percep-
tual cues and the symbolic levels of object representations and up to date
only few vision systems meet the computational challenges to enable real-
time online learning. Therefore, and due to the difficulty of scene segmenta-
tion and object recognition in real-world scenes, most work in this area has
been concentrated on explicitly or implicitly constrained scenarios. In most
systems recognition performance thus depends crucially on assuming unclut-
tered background, homogeneous coloring of foreground objects, or predefined
object classes to facilitate segmentation of objects against their surrounding.
One such approach to reach the semantic level based on an attention system
is to search for known objects at the current fixation point with a holistic
object classification system (5) and to store objects recognized in a symbolic
memory (6; 7). But the system needs a large amount of training images from
different views, and the object classification itself has to be trained offline
and beforehand. Other powerful approaches for object learning were devel-
oped using probabilistic and Bayesian methods (8; 9; 10), but these methods
are computationally very demanding as well and consequently not suitable for
online and interactive learning.

An interesting approach to online learning is presented in (11) and enhances
a view-based holistic object recognition system proposed in (6). It uses a clas-
sification architecture which consists of feature extraction based on vector
quantization and principal component analysis and a supervised classification
scheme using a local linear map (12) architecture. Image acquisition is trig-
gered by pointing gestures indicating objects on a table and is followed by
a training phase taking some minutes. A different and more biologically in-
spired neural approach is suggested in (13; 14), which shows online learning
capabilities by using precomputed and hierarchically generated robust sparse
feature sets. Here object-specific learning is directed to the highest levels of
a visual hierarchy. This recognition architecture is a part of a stereo vision
framework for visual object recognition, which has been described in (15).
It has recently been extended to use a combination of short and long-term
memory systems and temporal integration to facilitate online learning driven
by user feedback in an incremental manner (16). In the experimental part of
the paper, we apply the ASDF segmentation approach in this framework and
show that recognition performance and incremental interactive learning are
improved.
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It is generally believed that segmentation and recognition are closely connected
and some authors try to solve both approaches concurrently (17), which results
in rather complex architectures without online capabilities. In more classical
approaches, segmentation is treated as an independent preprocessing step to-
wards recognition. For the architecture proposed in (13; 14) it has explicitely
been shown that good segmentation of objects in cluttered background sup-
ports the performance for object learning as well as for recognition (14). In
such learning contexts it is crucial to use unsupervised segmentation, because
a priori knowledge about the object to segment is not available.

To enable unsupervised segmentation, several cluster-based segmentation ap-
proaches (18; 19) use different color spaces and sometimes the pixel coordinates
as feature space. They apply a vector quantization method like k-means or self
organizing maps (SOM) to partition this space and segment the image with
respect to the codebook vectors. Similarly, some approaches index the col-
ors, quantize this index space, and back-project this quantization to segments
(21; 22). Though such quantization methods can potentially be fast, they as-
sume that objects have to be homogeneously colored and can be covered by
one segment. Another approach for unsupervised segementation based on com-
binations of image features is normalized cuts (20). However, the respective
computational burden prevents this otherwise very successful algorithm froom
application in our system.

If stereo images are available, disparity information can be used as a seg-
mentation cue (23) and some approaches try to support unreliable disparity
information by additional color segmentation (24). In these schemes, color seg-
mentation is not learned and uses strong underlying homogeneity assumptions.
Implicitly it is also assumed that the objects to be segmented are isolated from
each other. In real scenarios this typically is not the case, in particular not if
humans manipulate and present objects to the vision system like we do in the
experiments presented in this paper.

Some approaches have been made to combine unsupervised color clustering
methods with top-down information about the object derived from other
sources (25; 26). Such methods have the advantage that in the unsuper-
vised step smaller segments can be generated which may over-segment the
objects. Therefore homogeneity assumptions can be relaxed, however, the top-
down information must be sufficient to resolve the resulting ambiguities. In
(27; 28; 25), the unsupervised step consequently consists of generating a hi-
erarchy of segments ordered in a tree. A successive optimization procedure to
label the segments as belonging to the object with respect to a cost function
is based on the top-down information. The complexity of this method is lin-
ear in the number of pixels, but still not sufficiently fast to allow real-time
performance processing with several frames per second.
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Fig. 1. A typical input image (left), the relevance hypothesis mask for the object
(center), and the final ASDF object segmentation mask (right).

In view of these difficulties, we present the Adaptive Scene Dependent Filter
(ASDF) hierarchy and its application in the online learning environment (14)
featuring two kinds of learning: adaptive filters in the processing and their
contribution in an overall biologically motivated cognitive vision learning ar-
chitecture. The ASDF’s serve as a preprocessing step to segment objects in
front of an unconstrained background, such that the segmented images facili-
tate processing in the higher level object recognition stages. The ASDF hierar-
chy enhances simpler unsupervised image segmentation methods by combining
several processing pathways into a flexible, highly dynamic, online and robust
image segmentation architecture. It is based on input feature maps typically
available from an underlying attentive system. Contrary to pure color segmen-
tation schemes, we allow for combinations of all kinds of topographic feature
maps like edge maps, intensity, difference images, velocity fields, disparity, im-
age position, or different color spaces for forming a combined feature space.
In this paper, for the sake of computational efficiency we apply a straightfor-
ward vector quantization method to partition this feature space, though more
advanced schemes like growing networks as the growing neural gas (29) or the
instantaneous topological map (30) can also be used. The vector quantization
generates a codebook and respective best-match segments for each codebook
vector, which define an over-segmentation of the object and the surround. The
segments are recombined in a later processing step such that we do not have
to rely on a homogeneity assumption on the object, see e.g. the multicolored
bottle in Fig. 1. On the other hand we enforce a bound on the number of
segments to prevent strong over-segmentation in small parts and to preserve
computation time.

Our recombination step uses information from a relevance map to determine
which segments belong to the object (see Fig. 1). As opposed to the approach
in (25), this recombination step does not use an explicit hypothesis about the
object to be learned and relies exclusively on bottom-up information from
the attentional system. It defines a region of interest at the current fixation
point, which can be refined by disparity information or other cues, if those
are available. Additionally to the ASDF’s and the relevance map, we can also
exclude specific segments based on information from a third processing path.
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Fig. 2. The multi-path ASDF hierarchy for image segmentation and object recogni-
tion using Adaptive Scene Dependent Filters, a relevance map, skin color detection,
the determination of the object segmentation mask and the object recognition mod-
ule.

We use this to subtract regions representing skin and hand color that are
detected using a separate specialized skin color detection. Note that if in this
way complete segments or connected components of segments are accepted,
then also pixels which fall outside the initial interest region can be included
in the final mask. Objects present in the input image but outside the interest
region are not segmented, which saves computation time. The architecture can
be applied to all kinds of images in order to segment objects in the focus of
attention defined by the relevance map. In particular we use it in the context
of online learning of “objects-in-hand” presented by a human partner in front
of an unconstrained background.

2 The Adaptive Scene Dependent Filter architecture

The Adaptive Scene Dependent Filters (ASDF’s) are embedded in an ASDF
hierarchy, which is a multi-path segmentation architecture as shown in the
overview in Fig. 2. In the framework of the online learning system (16) for
complex shaped objects, it is applied as preprocessing step for the feature-
based object recognition architecture described in (13), which is the rightmost
block in Fig. 2. There are three independent computation paths: the Adaptive
Scene Dependent Filter learning system, the relevance mask, and the skin
color filtering (top to bottom in the middle block in Fig. 2). These three paths
can be scheduled in parallel for real-time performance. They project to an
integration block computing the final object segmentation mask. These core
components are described in more detail below.

We assume that in earlier stages of the vision architecture low level filter
operations on an input image are provided which usually are combined by
an additive weighting in a fixation-guiding saliency map. The input to the
ASDF computation therefore are M basic filter maps Fi with feature responses
mi

(x,y), i = 1..M at pixel positions (x, y). We further assume that from the
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Fig. 3. The adaptive filter computation. In layer 1, M feature maps are computed
from the input image and combined with two feature maps carrying the local x and
y coordinate respectively. In the second layer, a VQ network is used to generate
a codebook of prototypical feature combinations. A WTA algorithm is used in the
third layer to compute the N scene dependent filters. In the last layer, a binarization
of these filters is performed.

image acquisition and the underlying vision framework some information is
available which can be used to generate an interest region that we call relevance
map.

2.1 Adaptive Scene Dependent Filters

The ASDF path is organized in four layers as shown in Fig. 3. In the first layer,
at each pixel position a combined feature vector consisting of weighted answers
of the underlying attentional feature maps is formed. In the second layer, these
feature vectors are input for a vector quantization (VQ) network to obtain N
prototypic codebook vectors ~cj ∈ C. The codebook C therefore represents the
distribution of feature combinations by compressing it to prototypes, which
represent clusters of feature combinations occurring in the current image. The
codebook vectors are used to generate new adaptive topographic activation
maps in layer 3, which are binarized by a winner-take-all mechanism in layer
4 accordingly.

In layer 1, weighted feature vectors ~m(x,y) are formed according to

~m(x,y) =

(

ξ1
m1

(x,y)

σ(m1)2
, ..., ξn

mM
(x,y)

σ(mn)2
, ξxmx

(x,y), ξ
ymy

(x,y)

)T

,

where (x, y) is the respective pixel index and mx(x, y) = x, my(x, y) = y
include the pixel position as feature. Each component is normalized by its
variance σ(mi)

2. ξi is an heuristically determined factor weighting the relative
importance of different filter maps (see Appendix for parameter settings).

The layer 2 employs a customized VQ network with a fixed number of train-
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Fig. 4. Binarized ASDF segments Bi. Note the over-segmentation of the homogenous
bottle region in segments 1 and 8, which together with segment 18 constitute the
final object mask for the input image.

ing steps (to speed up and control the complexity of computation), a fixed
number of prototypes, a special scheme for initialization them, and an ac-
tivity equilibration to regularize performance as suggested in (31). Details of
the algorithm and parameters are given in the Appendix. Between subsequent
input frames we do not reinitialize the codebook vectors. This implements a
form of continuity between frames that is highly beneficial due to the inher-
ent constancy of the presented scene. Consequently, the VQ centers can track
such segments of the scene, which are only slowly moving or changing, while
the activity equilibration can quickly dedicate prototypes to newly appearing
feature combinations.

The input for layer 3 consists of the adaptive codebook C and the basic filter
maps Fi. It computes N scene dependent activation maps V j as V j

(x,y) =

‖ ~m(x,y) − ~cj ‖2, which are binarized in layer 4:

Bj
(x,y) =







1 if ‖ ~m(x,y) − ~ck ‖2<‖ ~m(x,y) − ~cj ‖2 ,∀k 6= j

0 else
.

A typical result including an example of over-segmentation of a homogenous
object region is shown in Fig. 4.

2.2 Relevance Map and Skin Color Mask

In the second path, a relevance map is computed which serves as a hypothesis
mask to predict a region around the focused object. This mask is used as a
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Fig. 5. The relevance map IRel as superposition of a center map and a disparity map.
The center map Ic represents the a priori assumption that objects are centered which
is a result of the attention system selecting the object position.

Fig. 6. A result of the skin color segmentation algorithm, which allows to remove
the hand from the final object mask.

cue to select appropriate binary segments from layer 4 of the ASDF, which
are recombined for the final segmentation mask. For the experiments given in
the current paper, we compute the relevance map IRel as superposition of the
center map IC and a disparity map obtained from the stereo vision framework
IDisp around the focused object (see Fig. 5). The center map Ic encodes the a
priori assumption that objects are approximately centered. This is reasonable
because the current fixation is based on an attentive system driving the gaze
position to salient objects (see also (15)). In principle, every other (visual) cue
indicating a region where the object is expected to be located could be used
here.

In the third path, we use a skin color segmentation algorithm to subtract
skin color regions from the final object mask, see the example in Fig. 6.
Though there are more sophisticated adaptive algorithms available if illumi-
nation changes slowly and the skin color histrogram can be predicted (32), we
stick to a static version of the segmentation developed in (33), because skin
color changes between consecutive frames can be very large due to reflection
from the objects, the large posture variance, and occlusions. Thus a ground
truth for adaptation is difficult to obtain and a conservative static estimation
proves to work sufficiently well in our setting.
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Fig. 7. The online learning scenario for recording training and testing images. Ob-
jects are shown freely by hand and a gaze control system using disparity focuses on
the objects that are in the peripersonal space between user and the camera.

2.3 Determine Object Segmentation Mask

In the integration step, the challenge for the Determine Object Mask -block is
to select a subset of the ASDF binary segments, which are recombined to form
the final segmentation mask for the focused object.

As described before, the conceptually intuitive and straightforward way to
form the final filter mask is to first compute the ASDF filters and their bina-
rized segments and then to select suitable segments among these. One natural
way of selection is to compute the overlap of the ASDF segments with the
relevance mask. Thus the number of pixels inP ix of the intersection IRel and
Bi (inP ix = #(Bi ∩ IRel)) and the number of pixels outP ix, Bi without IRel

(outP ix = #(Bi \ IRel)) are computed. Then the probability of mask Bi to
belong to the object is estimated by the relative frequency outP ix/inP ix. The
mask is included in the final segment mask Ifinal if outP ix/inP ix < 0.2. The
final mask IF inal is then computed as the additive superposition of the selected
Bi and the skin color pixels are removed from this mask (IF inal =

∑

i Bi−ISkin).

Though results obtained with a first implementation of this scheme were com-
parable to those given below, the computational effort was too high for full
real-time performance, mainly because at first for each of the codebook vec-
tors the ASDF filter is evaluated on the whole image. This step turns out to
be the main computational burden of the whole processing hierarchy which
determines the overall frame rate (of the ASDF hierarchy). Thus, to ensure
reasonable frame rates for online real-time learning, in the experiments given
below a computationally much more efficient shortcut is used.
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Fig. 8. The set of 15 objects used for training.

2.4 Codebook related relevance detection

The computational effort can be significantly reduced, if the actual computa-
tion of the ASDF filter outputs and the WTA is delayed and moved to the
determine object module. This conceptually dispenses with the organization
in clear distinctive layers, but allows to compute ASDF filter answers only on
those pixels which belong to the final segmentation mask. Therefore currently
the following scheme is implemented, which relies on the fact that the proto-
type vectors ~cj carry pixel position information (cj

x, c
j
y): For detection whether

the pixel p at position (x, y) has to be included in the final segmentation mask,
the reference position (ck

x, c
k
y) of the winning codebook vector ~ck is computed

(i.e. ~ck is the codebook vector with k = argminj ‖ ~cj − ~m(x,y) ‖
2,~cj ∈ C). The

pixel p(x,y) is selected, if the position of the winning codebook vector is inside
the relevance map region. For a further speed up only those pixels p(x,y) are
considered for evaluation, which are located inside the relevance map.

3 Experimental results

3.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of the ASDF in combination with the recognition
architecture, an image database of 15 every-day objects of differing colors and
shapes in front of a cluttered background has been recorded with 100 training
images from a first training person and 100 test images for each object from a
different person (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). The overall vision system runs currently
at 6 Hz including image recording, control of stereo vision, ASDF, and object
recognition. If the interaction in the online system is sucessful and the object
is in the focus of the system, then object images for training or recognition are
acquired with this rate. However, in a real scenario the human user presents
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Fig. 9. Evaluation of the performace with respect to the most important training
paramters, for learning steps (left) and number of prototypes (right). All plots
display avarages over the 15 objects and 4 complete training sessions.

the objects not perfectly and sometimes the objects are held out of the focus
of the gaze control system or laid back on the table. Therefore not every frame
will give a region of interest with an object within the central peri-personal
space (see (15) for details) and consequently the effective average acquisition
frame rate for object views to be classified in the running hardware system
is in our experiments only about 1.5 Hz (for more details on the interaction
see (16)). We therefore have to distinguish the real-time system performance
of 6 Hz considering only processing in the vision system and controlling the
camera head from the effective training time used in the real interactive system
including the human presenter in the loop. To acquire 100 views the online
system, we need about one minute effective training time still resulting in a
fairly convenient and fast online training.

As input for the ASDF, we use the following feature maps: red, green, blue,
disparity, and the pixel positions. Fig. 9 shows the dependency of the classifi-
cation performace averaged over all 15 objects and four complete training runs
evaluated on the must crucial learning paramters: the number of prototypes
for the activity equilibrated vector quantization and the number of training
steps. Note that those two paramters also mainly determine the computa-
tional cost of the segementation process. We find that a minimum number of
approximately 2500 training steps and 15 prototypes is required for the given
training scenario, while supplying larger numbers in either cases does not gain
much performance. To be robust against changing the visual input, we settle
for a standard setting (Fig. 3) of 20 prototypes and 3000 training steps per
image with a constant learning rate to ensure controlled online performance.
Note that the VQ codebook is not reinitialized over images frames, i.e. the VQ
learning ensures a certain time integration of the segments. This regularizes
and stabilizes performance and allows to keep the number of learning steps
per image at such a rather small number. Fig. 9 also shows that qualitatively
the curves have a similar behavior for different numbers of training views,
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where we subsample in regular intervals from the training set if less than 100
views are considered. Clearly 30 views is not enough for stable performance,
50 views, i.e. every second view of the trainig set, perform better but not
yet sufficient, but 100 views, which correspond to about one minute of effec-
tive training time as dicussed above, give already a very good and smooth
performance.

3.2 ASDF Mask evaluation

It is difficult to evaluate the segmentation quality of the ASDF mask in the
current online learning setting, because to get a ground truth mask the images
would have to be segmented by hand. This obviously is not suitable for the
large number of views we acquire even in a single training session. Therefore
Fig. 10 gives a visual impression of the segmentation for two complex objects
in comparison to a mask given by disparity information only. This comparison
is reasonable, because in the given setting the user presents the object with the
hand in front of his body, such that in many cases a good disparity is available
and the system performs quite well even when using only this information. Fig.
7 shows that nevertheless the ASDF masks fits the object contour much better
in many cases. Besides visual inspection or hand segmentation for getting
ground truth, the only evaluation of the segmentation quality is in connection
with a recognition architecture and its classification performance as we do
in the next sections. Note that all masks are rotation normalized along their
principal axis and centered on their centroid, which facilitates recognition
considerably according to the results given below.

3.3 Overall classification

We first investigate the overall performance gain that can be obtained for
object recognition using the ASDF masks. We base our classification scenario
on a simple nearest-neighbor-based classifier, which was shown to perform
quite well in related scenarios (13). To separate the effect of using a more
sophisticated hierarchical feature representation we use as input vectors either
the plain (masked or unmasked) 3x144x144 pixel RGB images or the output
of the visual feature hierarchy (13) with 53x8x8 dimensions. We vary the
number of training vectors between 10 and 100, where we sample in regular
intervals from the 100 training views that are available for each of the 15
objects. Additionally, tests with the following configuration sets for the object
recognition architecture are performed:

• No mask information is used, and the image is taken unchanged.
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Fig. 10. Original input images together with the disparity mask and the ASDF
segmentation masks, both rotation normalized.

Fig. 11. Comparison of classification rates over number of training vectors using
disparity and ASDF masks for direct RGB input images a) and using the recognition
hierarchy in b). For the plain images in a) the ASDF masks give an improvement
for sufficiently many training views, both with and without rotation normalization.
Using the hierarchy for recognition in b), the performance gain is even stronger for
using ASDF masks. Note that the overall classification rate is considerably larger
in b), compared to a).

• A mask is generated either using ASDF, or taking the disparity relevance
map and the image is masked using this mask.

• A mask is generated for ASDF and disparity, the image is then masked and
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also rotation-normalized along the principal axis of the mask.

The rotation normalization is strongly dependent on a proper segmentation of
the object. We also shift the mask according to its centroid within the input
frame.

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11 a) we show the
classification rate over different numbers of training views when the original
RGB images are used for classification. For smaller number of views a stronger
fluctuation can be observed due to the gap-like sampling of the training his-
tory. For larger numbers of training views, the ASDF method achieves a clear
performance gain over using only the disparity. The rotation normalization
gives a further improvement of the classification rate. Using the hierarchy
considerably improves classification performance in Fig. 11 b) (about 15%,
which corresponds to a 40% reduction of the error rate), as can be seen from
the labeling of the axis for the classification rate.

Again the ASDF masks improve classification performance, especially for the
case of rotation-normalized masks. From inspection of the masks and the expe-
rience with the experiments we believe that the main reason for improvement
is the removal of spurious surrounding of the object, which allows to better
center and normalize the mask. As the recognition architecture is form and
color sensitive, it can profit from this normalization and regularization. This
holds in particular for complex shaped objects like those shown in Fig. 10,
where we observe the largest performance increase.

If we do not use the mask information and use the full 144x144 pixel RGB
image, then the classification rate on the original RGB images lies only be-
tween 15% (10 views) and 20% (100 views). If we use the feature hierarchy
for recognition this is only slightly enhanced to 23-26%. This highlights the
importance of obtaining a good segmentation of the object within the initial
region of interest.

3.4 Incremental classification test

To evaluate the incremental learning and online performance of the overall
architecture, we train first 14 objects from the training database with their
complete 100 training images. Then the 15th object is trained in steps of 10
images (7 sec in Fig. 12) and a validation step is performed. Test performance
is measured over all 100 test images of the currently trained object giving
the classification rate as percentage of correctly recognized test views of this
object at this point of online learning. Then training proceeds until all 100
training images are used. The plot shows the average learning curve for adding
each of the 15 objects as the final object to 14 previously learned objects.
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Fig. 12. Learning curve for online learning of an object. The plot shows the average
classification rate for training the 15th object, after all other 14 objects have already
been trained. We compare the performance when ASDF masks are used, with or
without rotation normalization and temporal integration of classification results.

We compare in Fig. 12 the conditions of either using the rotation normaliza-
tion with the ASDF masks or using the mask without rotation. Additionally
we show the performance gain that can be obtained by a simple temporal
integration scheme that uses a voting over the past 10 classifications. The
class label is then assigned to the object, that was classified most often for
the last ten times using the nearest-neighbor classifier. With this approach,
almost 90% correct classification can be achieved, even after training each ob-
ject only about 1 minute. The corresponding results for using the disparity
mask or no mask at all follow the same pattern as can be observed in Fig. 11.
The final performance after training all 100 views corresponds to the value for
100 training views in Fig. 11.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the ASDF hierarchy for unsupervised image segmen-
tation and give results from integrating this scheme into an interactive online
learning system. It enhances the performance of visual online object recogni-
tion in cluttered environments under “object-in-hand” presentation. The main
advantages of the approach are its real-time capability, which is crucial for on-
line learning and the flexible generation and usage of a relevance map to group
adaptively generated segments to object specific masks for figure ground sep-
aration. We have shown that the architecture is reliable and fast enough to
work online in real-time in a realistic human-machine interaction loop, where
the effective learning time is determined by the speed of the learning vision
system, here 6 Hz, as well as the smooth cooperation with the user, which
in the presented examples lets the effective view acquisition rate drop to 1.5
Hz. Still this is enough to interactively and robustly train a new object from
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scratch within one minute under fairly unconstraint general conditions.

The ability of changing the input stimuli for the relevance map as well as for
the ASDF input makes it easy to tailor the architecture for a wide range of
applications. The current setting mainly relies on the combination of disparity,
robust skin color detection, and color features and has proven to be robust
to different clothing of the presenting persons. Other applications like e.g.
scene interpretation may also include texture filters, motion maps, or other
specifically useful topographic information while keeping the overall processing
structure. However, in such cases the overall frame-rate will drop relative to
the computational effort to compute these features. This problem is the main
reason for choosing relatively simple feature maps and to strictly limit the
learning time in our architecture. We believe that on single images other not
real-time capable methods like for instance normalized cuts might provide even
better segmentation and enhance overall performance. The strength of our
systems, however, lies in the architecture which combines many very simpler
but faster processing elements to gain an excellent overall performance. We
regard this an important step towards more flexible vision architectures to
perform fast object recognition in more unconstraint environments.
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Appendix: Activity Equalization for vector quantization (AEV)

The activity equalization algorithm enhances standard vector quantization to
better distribute the prototypes (codebook vectors) in the input space. A vec-
tor quantizer maps a set of data vectors M = {~mi}, ~mi ∈ IR into a finite set
of vectors C = {~ci} with |C| < |M |. C is called the codebook, with codebook
vectors ~ci. A data vector ~mi is approximated by the best matching reference
vector ~ck(~mi), where k=argminj ‖ ~mi−~cj ‖ and ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean distance.
The winning reference vector is then adapted by ck(t+1) = ~ck(t)+ǫ(~mi−~ck(t)),
where ~mi is the selected data vector and ǫ is the learning rate. An extension
to the standard VQ is the Activity Equalization for Vector quantization al-
gorithm (AEV) (31). It aims at repositioning unused prototypes in regions of
low data density to regions with higher density. Additionally we perform an
incremental buildup of the set of codebook vectors. The complete enhanced
VQ learning algorithm is implemented as follows:
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For each training iteration step perform steps 1 to 7:

(1) Choose a data vector ~m(x,y) randomly

(2) Compute dmin = minj ||~m(x,y) −~cj|| of ~m(x,y) to all other ~cj in the

current codebook

(3) Increase the codebook step-by-step: If the current number of

codebook vectors is smaller than the maximal number NC and

if dmin > d̄ assign a new codebook vector ~cj′ = ~m(x,y)

(4) For all ~cj ∈ C compute the winning reference vector with

respect to ~m(x,y)

(5) Perform an adaption step for the winning reference vector ~ck

with k = argminj ||~m(x,y) − ~cj||.
(6) Calculate the node activity A(j) for each node j

A(j) =
∑

~xi∈C Winner(~m(x,y), j) with

Winner(~m(x,y), j) =







1 if node j is best match of ~m(x,y)

0 else

(7) Perform a re-positioning of idle nodes each Q training

steps if A(j) < γ where γ is a lower bound for the activity

count. For each j with A(j) < γ do: i) Determine the most

active node k with A(k) > A(j) for all j, ii) Place the idle

node j in the vicinity of the maximally activated node k
with ~cj = ~ck + ~x, where ~x is a uniformly distributed random

vector with components xi ∈ [−η, η].

To obtain the vector quantization in the ASDF module we perform n iterations
of steps 1-7.

The parameters for the vector quantization are set to the following values:
The learning rate is set to ǫ = 0.01 and the number of training steps is set to
n = 3000. The repositioning is done all Q = 500 steps with a range of η = 1
and γ = 10. The scaling values for the feature vectors ~m are: ξ{1..3} = 1000
for the RGB maps, ξ4 = 5 for the disparity map, which has values zero for
background and 255 for foreground, and ξ{x,y} = 0.1 for the spatial location.
The maximum number of code vectors is NC = 20, new codebook vectors are
assigned if dmin > 600. The codebook is initialized only once at the beginning
of a learning session and then kept over frames for temporal integration.
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